Computed tomography colonography (CTC) is a minimally invasive method that allows the evaluation of the colon wall from CT sections of the abdomen/pelvis. The primary goal of CTC is to detect colonic polyps, precursors to colorectal cancer. Because imperfect cleansing and distension can cause portions of the colon wall to be collapsed, covered with water, and/or covered with retained stool, patients are scanned in both prone and supine positions. We believe that both reading efficiency and computer aided detection (CAD) of CTC images can be improved by accurate registration of data from the supine and prone positions. We developed a two-stage approach that first registers the colonic central paths using a heuristic and automated algorithm and then matches polyps or polyp candidates (CAD hits) by a statistical approach. We evaluated the registration algorithm on 24 patient cases. After path registration, the mean misalignment distance between prone and supine identical anatomic landmarks was reduced from 47.08 to 12.66 mm, a 73% improvement. The polyp registration algorithm was specifically evaluated using eight patient cases for which radiologists identified polyps separately for both supine and prone data sets, and then manually registered corresponding pairs. The algorithm correctly matched 78% of these pairs without user input. The algorithm was also applied to the 30 highest-scoring CAD hits in the prone and supine scans and showed a success rate of 50% in automatically registering corresponding polyp pairs. Finally, we computed the average number of CAD hits that need to be manually compared in order to find the correct matches among the top 30 CAD hits. With polyp registration, the average number of comparisons was 1.78 per polyp, as opposed to 4.28 comparisons without polyp registration.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computed tomography colonography (CTC) is a minimally invasive method for the examination of the colon using helical CT volume data.
1-3 The standard imaging process consists of colon cleansing and air insufflation, followed by CT imaging of the abdomen/pelvis. Radiologists interpret the images obtained by CTC for possible colonic polyps. Various computer aided detection (CAD) approaches are under development to reduce radiologists' interpretation time and improve sensitivity. These approaches include use of overlapping surface normals, 4,5 curvatures, [6] [7] [8] sphere model fitting, 9 vector field analysis, 10 and statistical classification techniques such as support vector machines 11 or neural networks. 12 Normally, the CAD tools identify the regions (hits) on the colon wall that are of high likelihood of being polyps and present the hits to the radiologists.
In current practice, a patient is scanned in both prone and supine positions. This is done so that polyps hidden by retained fluid in one scan may be seen in the other, and so that any retained solid fecal material mimicking a polyp might be identified by its mobility between scans. [13] [14] [15] [16] When using current CAD algorithms, the radiologists also need to compare both sets of CAD hits obtained from the prone and supine data sets individually. Applying CAD to both prone and supine data sets and correlating the results can help identify polyps that are missing in one view (supine or prone), and help remove retained stool from the polyp candidate list. As the patients change positions, the colons may be displaced and/or deformed, thereby requiring careful nonrigid anatomic alignment (registration) between the prone and supine data sets. Manual registration of supine and prone CTC data by experienced radiologists is possible but could be very tedious and time consuming. Thus, an automated (or semiautomated) registration algorithm is desirable. To this end, we developed and evaluated a two-stage registration algorithm: (1) path registration, 17 comprised of a heuristic algorithm to register prone and supine colon central paths automatically; (2) polyp registration, 18 comprised of a statistical algorithm to match polyp candidates detected by CAD between prone and supine views. The path registration algorithm corrects the polyps' mapped locations on the central paths. The polyp registration algorithm correlates the polyps, or polyp candidates, appearing in both scans, after their path locations are corrected. While (1) may be sufficient for virtual fly-throughs or CAD algorithms that do not guide the radiologist to suspicious regions, (2) is necessary for CAD algorithms that intend to present suspicious areas in order of decreasing suspicion. Another registration algorithm for CTC has been developed by Nain et al. 19 and is discussed further in Sec. IV.
The application of the polyp registration algorithm is twofold.
(1) The algorithm can be applied to register prone/ supine polyp sets. Given a patient case with prone and supine imaging data, a radiologist can determine two sets of polyps separately by manual interpretation with or without CAD. The polyp registration algorithm is then applied to find the correspondence between the sets of polyps. (2) The algorithm can also be applied to enable radiologists to screen the CAD hits for polyps from both prone/supine data sets simultaneously in an efficient manner.
The two stages (path registration and polyp registration) of this algorithm are presented separately in each section in the remainder of the paper. Section II describes the methods used by the algorithms, and by their evaluations. Section III presents the results of our evaluations, and Sec. IV discusses the limitations of the algorithms and future research directions. Section V summarizes the results and draws conclusions from the study.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Patient data
CTC data from 24 patients (mean age 62, 20 males, 4 females) were used for developing and evaluating our registration algorithms. Each patient signed an informed consent form, as required by our Institutional Review Board, and was scanned in both prone and supine positions. All patients followed a standard colon cleansing protocol, required for fiberoptic colonoscopy (FOC), before arriving for the scans, which were acquired using a single-detector CT system (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI). Imaging parameters were 3 mm collimation, pitch 1.5-2.0, 1.5 mm reconstruction interval, 120 KVp, 200 mA. All patients had FOC following the CT examination.
B. Reference standard generation
For each of the 24 patients in the dataset, a radiologist with over seven years of experience in CTC manually created a reference standard, which was used in developing and evaluating the polyp registration algorithm. For each case, the radiologist, with knowledge of the FOC results, first identified the polyps in prone and supine images independently, without the aid of any automated registration; then found the polyps that existed in both scans by viewing supine and prone data simultaneously. Among the 24 cases, eight cases were determined to have at least one matched polyp pair. In these eight cases, there were 36 and 39 polyps in the prone and supine scans, respectively, and there were a total of 26 matched polyp pairs (thus, there were 49 unique polyps in total). The diameters of the polyps ranged from 3 to 25 mm with an average of 8.1 mm.
To evaluate the path registration algorithm, the radiologist identified the ͑x , y , z͒ coordinates of five anatomical landmarks (approximately evenly spaced along the colon) appearing in both the prone and supine scans, in each of the 24 patient cases. These 120 ͑24ϫ 5͒ landmarks included polyps, diverticulae, haustral folds with unique appearance, and/or the ileocecal valve. The number of landmarks per case is rather limited because the normal colon is smooth and largely free from distinctive features for manually matching landmarks between scans.
C. Path registration
Introduction
Colon wall segmentations for both the three-dimensional (3D) prone and supine CT data were done using seeded region growing 20 at a fixed intensity threshold of −700 HU. Centralized paths through the colon were computed using a 3D medial axis transform, sampled at 1 mm intervals, and stored in x , y, and z coordinates. 21 As a convention, the +z axis is from feet to head, the +x axis is from the left side of the patient to the right side, and the +y axis from posterior to anterior. The path coordinates of supine data ͑x s , y s , z s ͒ and prone data ͑x p , y p , z p ͒ are functions of the distance along the path, d, from the anus. Figure 1 shows an example of these six functions for a single patient. An important observation at this point is that x s , y s , z s resemble x p , y p , z p , respectively, in their gross shape. The morphological similarity can be seen as a similarity between the locations (as a function of path distance d) of the major local extreme points (LEP), including local minima and local maxima, and their orders in coordinate values. The LEPs are used as landmarks for the registration algorithm. In anatomic terms, LEPs correspond to locations where the colon is deflected in its path. Although these deflection points may move within the patients' abdomen between supine and prone scans, they tend to experience only small shifts in their locations with respect to path distance, d. 22 Furthermore, LEPs with larger coordinate values typically correspond to relatively more stable anatomic points. For example, LEPs with highest z values are the most superior locations in the colon. These points typically corre-spond to the hepatic and splenic flexures. These relatively fixed flexures are the end points of the much more mobile transverse colon as shown in Fig. 2 . We have observed that, between prone and supine scans, the colon generally deviates less in the z than in the y or x axis, and the colon is more likely to deform in the y axis than other two axes. A quantitative analysis on the relative stability of axes is given in Sec. III A.
Algorithm
The path registration algorithm is based on coupling LEPs for the x , y, and z axes. We first identify and rank the LEPs according to their coordinate values for the x , y, and z axes, respectively. The LEPs with equal or close ranks and close path distances are likely to correspond to the same anatomical points. After the LEP couples are identified, the path points in between are matched by piecewise linear stretching and/or shrinking of one of the two paths. The algorithm is iterative with subiterations in that the path is decomposed into x , y, and z axes, whose LEPs are identified along one axis at a time. Then the registered path is used as input for the next registration with another axis. In one round of iteration, the path is registered in the order of z , x, and y axes, consistent with the relative stability of the three axes. Typically, 3-5 rounds of iteration are needed to reach a stable solution. The algorithm is also recursive. When registering one axis, the colon is first coarsely registered using the highest-ranking landmark (LEP) pairs. The processes are then repeated recursively to the left and right sides of the landmark, keeping the previously shifted landmarks fixed, until a pre-specified recursion limit (RL) level is reached (e.g., RL= 3 means the path will be subdivided into at most 2 3 = 8 segments).
The following paragraphs further describe the steps of the path registration algorithm:
(1) Adjust Base line: We start by assuming that the beginning and the ending points of the supine path and prone path correspond to the same anatomical points, i.e., the anus and the tip of the cecum, respectively. The colon centerline path in each of the two volumes is then sampled at 1 mm intervals and stored in x , y , z coordinates. Denoting the number of samples in supine path as N s , and the number of samples in prone path as N p , we initially define the path distance functions D s and D p as
Then, a simple linear scaling performs the base line adjustment as follows:
Equation (3) indicates we always adjust the supine path to match the prone path. The same linear scaling is applied to the x , y, and z coordinate values of the supine path with the path distance function in Eq. merical differentiation (finite difference) on each axis to find the zero-derivative points. To reduce the noise that may produce a large number of clustered LEPs, the centerline paths are first smoothed using a Gaussian convolution with = 10 mm, chosen empirically. Two LEPs (one from the supine path, the other from the prone path) can be matched only if they are both local maxima or if they are both local minima. Figure 3 gives an example of the distribution of LEPs along the z axis for both supine and prone paths determined by numerical differentiation with a Gaussian convolution.
(3) Determine registration cutoff misalignment distance: After the LEPs are identified, the next step is to determine a cutoff misalignment distance, L C , defined to be the maximum misalignment that the path distance d of any point in the supine path can differ from its anatomically identical point in the prone path, after base line adjustment. It is not realistic to assume that the optimal L C is constant for all cases as the degree of deformation differs from case to case. The path registration algorithm heuristically determines a L C for every case. Initially, a small L C ͑20 mm͒ is used in registering the path. If no LEPs are matched using this L C value, L C is incremented by 10 mm and the algorithm is reiterated. This process is repeated until, either, one pair of LEPs is matched and the corresponding L C value is used as the final cutoff misalignment distance, or L C = L C,max , where L C,max = 150 mm, is the empirically determined maximum value of L C .
(4) Recursively and iteratively register the path: The next step is to couple the supine and prone LEP pairs (LEP s and LEP p , respectively) that correspond to the same anatomical points. The decision criterion is based on the LEPs' types (local maxima or local minima), their coordinate (x , y, or z) values, and their path distance d. We define "ROI" to be the "region of interest" along the path. ROI= ͓St, Ed͔, where St stands for "start" and Ed for "end." The ranges of St and Ed are 
LEP s ͑i͒ and LEP p ͑j͒ are of same type. ͑6͒
If more than one pair of LEPs satisfy Eq. (6), the pair with smaller misalignment will be selected. The sub-ROIs are searched in turn in the direction from cecum to anus (i.e., right to left in graphs of Fig. 1 ). The searching terminates as soon as one pair of LEPs are matched in one sub-ROI. In the event that no LEPs are matched in any sub-ROI, the whole ROI will be searched. Figure 4 shows the pseudo code for the recursive LEP matching algorithm for one axis. In each round of iteration, this routine is applied to each axis in the order of z , x, and y. D s , output from the current iteration, is used as the input for the subsequent matching.
Evaluation
The algorithm was evaluated using the 24 test patient cases described in Sec. II A. For each case, the mean (over five anatomic landmarks) pre-registered and postregistered misalignment distances were computed to show the algorithm performance. The overall performance was assessed by averaging the mean misalignment distances over the 24 cases.
D. Polyp registration
Introduction
After path registration, one could attempt to register colonic polyps detected in both scans by examining their closeness in terms of path distance. However, additional features may be needed to correlate polyps between scans. For example, two different polyps might reside at roughly the same path distance from the anus.
Our polyp registration algorithm assigns a score for matching one prone polyp with one supine polyp based on the similarity of a set of selected features. It then uses an optimal matching scheme to maximize the sum of scores for each pair of matched polyps. The algorithm is generic in that the methods for selecting features and for scoring matches can be modified without changing the general framework of the algorithm.
We propose the following use of the matching algorithm in the context of applying CAD to detect polyps in both prone and supine scans. Suppose the matching algorithm generates a single list of polyp candidate matches, sorted in descending order of match scores. A radiologist would go through the list and read the corresponding portions of the image data to determine if, for a recommended matched pair: (1) neither CAD hit is a polyp, (2) both CAD hits represent the same polyp, or (3) at least one of the CAD hits represents a polyp, but the two CAD hits do not match. For case (3), the radiologist has to go through all the other CAD hits in the other view to find the correct match, if it exists, for the detected polyp. However, since every possible match to that polyp was assigned a score, the other possible matches could be searched in decreasing order of the match scores until he or she finds the match or exhausts the list. If one match is found, the optimal matching scheme for the remaining polyps could then be rerun with the corrected match as a constraint, generating a new optimal match list for use in matching the remaining polyps.
Algorithm
Our polyp registration algorithm is a special realization of the generic registration algorithm described in Sec. II D 1. The set of features we selected are:
(1) the polyp's location mapped onto the colon central path; (2) the polyp's location on the plane that contains the polyp and that is perpendicular to the central path; and (3) the polyp's shape characteristics.
A polyp's location on the central path is the distance, d, along the path from the anus to the perpendicular intersection of the path with the plane containing the polyp. Prone and supine path distances can be registered using our path registration algorithm described above. After path registration, a pair of matched polyps should have close d values.
A polyp's location on the colon cross-sectional plane can be conveniently represented as a 3D orientation vector V, which lies on the cross-sectional plane, from the central path location to the polyp on the colon wall. The point on the central path and on the cross-sectional plane containing the polyp is approximated by the central path point that is closest (in Euclidean distance) to the polyp. For a pair of matched supine and prone polyps with corresponding orientation vectors V s and V p , respectively, V s and V p are generally not parallel because of translation and cross-sectional rotation. The translation can be corrected by translating one of the cross-sectional planes (thus the orientation vector is also transformed) so that their normal vectors, which are the forward vectors along the central paths, become parallel. This correction of rigid body translation enables us to concentrate on the distribution of colon cross-sectional rotations.
A polyp's shape characteristics can be represented by a variety of means. Summers et al. 6 characterized the colon wall by its minimum, maximum, mean, and Gaussian curvatures. Yoshida et al. 7, 8 exploited the topological shape in the vicinity of each voxel along with a measure of the shape curvedness to distinguish polyps from healthy tissue. We used the CAD intensity score given by surface normal overlap (SNO) polyp detection algorithm developed by Paik et al.
4,5 SNO algorithm assigns a score to each voxel by accumulating the number of normals originating from nearby surfaces; thus, these CAD intensity scores indicate the likelihood of a surrounding or partially surrounding convex structure, such as a polyp. By using this score as a feature, we inherently assume that the score is relatively independent of scan orientation (prone or supine) and distention.
The absolute difference between a feature derived from the prone and supine images is considered as a statistical variable. We model the scoring function for polyp matching to be the joint density distribution of the three statistical variables derived from the three features described above. Mathematically, these three statistical variables are defined as
where d s,p ϭ Polyp's path distance, after path registration.
V s,p ϭ Normalized vector on the cross section, from the central path to the polyp location on the colon wall. V s is corrected so that the normal vectors on both crosssectional planes are parallel. h s,p ϭ CAD intensity score.
The "s" and "p" subscripts indicate "supine" and "prone," respectively.
The density functions of the three statistical variables, f ⌬ ͑⌬͒ , f a ͑a͒, and f h ͑h͒, can be estimated parametrically from the reference standard dataset. f ⌬ ͑⌬͒ and f a ͑a͒ can be estimated using the identical anatomic landmarks while f h ͑h͒ can be estimated using the matched polyp pairs. The method for obtaining the landmarks and matched pairs is addressed in Sec. II B. Figure 5 shows the frequency histograms of ⌬ , a, and h. These figures suggest that the three variables follow a "Half Normal Distribution," which is of the form
where is the standard deviation and x generically stands for ⌬ , a, or h; can be estimated using the maximum likelihood method.
The maximum likelihood estimations for variables ⌬ , a, and h, are also shown in Fig. 5 . The 95% bootstrap confidence interval 23 for each fitted curve shows the range of data variations.
Once the density functions f ⌬ ͑⌬͒ , f a ͑a͒, and f h ͑h͒ are determined, the joint density distribution can be approximated as
assuming independence of the three variables. The score function is then
Given any pair of supine/prone polyp candidates with pa- (12) . For a patient with n and m polyps detected in prone scan and supine scan, respectively, the number of possible match scores is n ϫ m, and the total number of possible matching schemes is O͓͑max͑n , m͔͒ min͑n,m͒ ͒. Note that we have to consider the case in which some prone (or supine) polyps do not match any polyps in supine (or prone). Our optimization criterion is to find a matching scheme that maximizes the sum of match scores. The most straightforward solution is to exhaustively search all possible matching schemes. An exhaustive search works well for very small n or m (e.g., Ͻ5), but it becomes extremely inefficient or even computationally infeasible when n and m get larger. Although most patients have few if any polyps, the registration algorithm is also applied to register polyp candidates (CAD hits), whose numbers could be arbitrarily large. Therefore, we need an efficient algorithm to find the optimal solution.
Our matching optimization problem is an "Ordered Maximal Weighted Matching (OMWM)" problem as the polyps are naturally ordered in terms of path distances. A dynamic programming algorithm can utilize this ordering property and solve the matching optimization problem in linear time by caching subproblem solutions rather than recomputing them. 24 The key in designing a dynamic programming algorithm is to find the optimal subproblems. Figure 6 shows that finding the maximal matching scores between a group (S) of i points and a group (P) of j points is equivalent to finding the maximum among four suboptimal problems shown in Fig. 6 cases (1)-(4). Let M͑i , j͒ denote the sum of match scores for optimally matching a set of i elements with a set of j elements, e.g., M͑i , j͒ and M͑i −1, j͒ are total scores for case (0) and case (1), respectively. Let S͑i , j͒ be the score for matching element i with element j, computed by Eq. (12). We can write down the recursive form for computing M͑i , j͒ as
͑13͒
Case (4) breaks the strict polyp ordering (by path distance), to consider the errors in mapping a polyp's 3D location into a path distance. Case (4) is considered only if two neighboring polyps are of close path distances, e.g.,
where D err is the empirical error distance and is set to be 5 mm.
Having identified the structure for the suboptimal problems, it is straightforward to write an efficient computer program to solve the OMWM problem in linear time using a look-up table. 
Evaluation
In this study, we applied the CAD algorithm developed by Paik et al., 4,5 to generate CAD hits for polyp candidates. We evaluated the polyp registration algorithm in three experiments on eight patient cases, each of which has at least one matched polyp pair, for a total of 26 polyp pairs. In Experiment 1, we applied the algorithm to match only the polyps detected in prone and supine data sets for these eight cases. In Experiment 2, we applied the algorithm to match prone and supine data sets with the coordinates of the 30 highestscoring hits output by the CAD algorithm. For both of these first two evaluations, we used the percentage of the known matched polyp pairs discovered by the registration algorithm as the performance metric. Experiment 3 assessed the utility of the polyp registration algorithm to assist a radiologist in matching polyp pairs correctly. To do this, we compared the number of CAD hits in one scan that would need to be systematically viewed and compared to each CAD hit in the other to discover the correct match, under two conditions: (1) each CAD hit in one view is associated with a list of all CAD hits in the other view sorted by closeness to that hit, and (2) each CAD hit is associated with all CAD hits in the other view sorted by matching scores. We compared the average number of comparisons for each case to assess any improvement afforded by the polyp registration algorithm.
Cross-validation 25 is widely used to alleviate the bias caused by testing and training on the same data. We implemented a "leave-one-patient-out" cross-validation scheme to evaluate the polyp registration algorithm. Of the 24 patient cases considered, only eight had at least one known matched polyp pair. Thus, each of the three experiments required testing on these eight patient data sets. We therefore estimated the density distribution functions for ⌬ and a using 23 (7 cases for h) of the 24 patient data sets, tested on the one left out, and repeated this eight times with a different one of the eight cases reserved for testing.
III. RESULTS
A. Path registration
The path registration algorithm was applied to a dataset of 24 patients with the coordinates of five matched anatomical structures in each serving as truth. The mean intra-patient misalignment distance, averaged over the 24 patients, served as metric for evaluating the algorithm. Two parameters for this algorithm are the number of iterations and the recursion limit. To find reasonable values for these two parameters, we ran the path registration algorithm 25 times, using five values for the number of iterations (1-5) and five different recursion limits (1-5). Figure 7 presents the results, which show that average misalignment distance is smallest and relatively constant when the recursion limit ͑RL͒ ജ 3 and the number of iterations ജ2. We set the recursion limit to 3 and number of iterations to 5 to obtain the results presented in the rest of this section. A larger RL implies more LEPs can be possibly matched. However, we hypothesize that the LEPs matched at deeper recursion levels do not correspond to anatomically FIG. 6 . Illustration of the dynamic programming scheme for solving the optimal matching of S set (with i ordered elements) and P set (with j ordered elements). Suppose for cases (0)-(4) elements included in a polygon are optimally matched, i.e., the sum of the matching scores is maximized. When the strict ordering is preserved, the optimal matching for case (0) can only be one of the three cases (1)-(3), i.e., whichever case that has the largest total score. Case (4) is proposed when the strict ordering condition is slightly relaxed by allowing cross matching the two pairs of neighboring elements. Therefore, if the optimal solutions for the structures included in the polygons in cases (1)-(4) can be found, the optimal solution for case (0) is equal to one of the cases (1)-(4) that produces the largest sum of match scores.
stationary points, thereby harming performance, and may explain why RL= 3 performs better than RL= 4 and RL= 5 as shown in Fig. 7 . Figure 8 gives an example that illustrates the pre-and postregistration correspondence between supine and prone paths for the z axis. Figure 9 compares unregistered, base line-adjusted, and registered mean misalignment distances. Over all 24 cases, the average/maximum/minimum mean misalignment distances were 47.08/ 156.60/ 6.00, 31.68/ 75.91/ 11.72, and 12.66/ 31.90/ 5.09 mm, for the unregistered, base lineadjusted, and registered, respectively. Therefore, on average, the path registration algorithm reduced the mean misalignment distance by ͑47.08-12.66͒ / 47.08= 73%, among which the base line adjustment reduced the mean misalignment distance by ͑47.08-31.68͒ / 47.08= 32.7%. This implies that the base line adjustment contributed to ͑47.08-31.68͒ / ͑47.08-12.66͒ = 44.7% of the total improvement. For 22 cases, the registration algorithm reduced the misalignment distances. However, for case 6 and case 22, the mean misalignment distance increased from 6.0 to 14.89 mm, and from 7.4 to 12.86 mm, respectively. Note that for both case 6 and case 22, the pre-registration misalignments were small and, therefore, the relative operational errors could be large. As discussed in Sec. II C 2, the cutoff misalignment distance L C was determined automatically for each case. Over the 24 cases, the average/maximum/minimum L C was 57.50/ 120.08/ 20.00 mm. The average L C was 1.81 times the average mean misalignment distance after base line adjustment.
As mentioned in Sec. II C, our algorithm iterated over the x , y , z axes in an order based on the assumed relative stability of the colonic configuration in each axis with respect to prone/supine orientation. To justify this assumption, we calculated the mean (over five anatomic landmarks) absolute difference in coordinate values of x , y, and z axis for each patient study after base line adjustment. For the 24 studies, the average mean absolute differences were 16.93, 19.48, and 16.98 mm, for the x , y, and z axis, respectively. When normalized by the maximum range of each axis for each patient case, the differences were 6.50%, 12.59%, and 4.73% for x , y, and z axis, respectively. These data are consistent with our observation that the z axis is the most stable and y axis is the least stable with respect to patient orientation.
B. Polyp registration
We evaluated the polyp registration algorithm with eight patient cases using a leave-one-patient-out cross validation. The results are presented in Tables II-IV. Table I lists the symbols and descriptions that are used for presenting the results represented in the other tables.
In Experiment 1, we applied the polyp registration algorithm to register the prone and supine polyp sets; the results are presented in Table II . Of the eight patient cases, three cases (9, 20, 21) have only one pair of matched polyps; in these cases, polyp matching in this experiment is trivial and they should be excluded when evaluating the performance in this experiment. The algorithm successfully matched all the polyp pairs for cases 3, 18, and 19, and matched nine out of 11 pairs for case 12. It matched only one pair out of four for case 5. Overall, the algorithm successfully registered 18 out of 23 polyp pairs, i.e., a 78% success rate.
In Experiment 2, we applied the algorithm to register detections made by our CAD algorithm. In this study, we only considered matching the 30 highest-scoring CAD hits in the prone and supine scans. Consequently, some of the polyps in the reference standard were not represented. After the CAD hits were registered, we counted how many of the reference standard matched pairs were successfully registered by the algorithm. Table III presents the results. Over all eight patient cases, eight out of 16 matched polyp pairs were successfully registered, which corresponds to a 50% success rate.
In Experiment 3, after applying the polyp registration algorithm to match the 30 highest-scoring CAD hits as in Experiment 2, we compared the number of CAD hits needed to be viewed to match a known polyp in one of the two scans with its known match in the other under two conditions: (1) the polyp detected in one view is associated with a CAD list for the other view, sorted in decreasing order of closeness along the central path, and (2) the polyp detected in one view is associated with a CAD list in another view, sorted in decreasing order of match scores computed using our polyp registration algorithm. Table IV shows the results per case, as well as the summary statistics AVG R (condition 2) and AVG NR (condition 1), computed as:
For cases 3, 9, and 18, AVG R = 1, implying that all matched polyp pairs in the reference standard were successfully discovered by the registration algorithm. For most cases, AVG R is about 1-2, with the overall mean AVG R = 1.78. In comparison, AVG NR is about 2-6 and the overall mean AVG NR = 4.28. This shows the algorithm improved efficiency by ͑4.28-1.78͒ / 4.28= 58%. AVG RD , last column in Table IV , was computed under the same condition as AVG R except that the scoring function for polyp matching defined in Eq. (12) was replaced by S͑⌬ , a , h͒ = f ⌬ ͑⌬͒. AVG RD evaluates the improvement of polyp registration benefited from path registration alone. The overall mean AVG RD = 2.66, which implies the path registration accounts for ͑4.28-2.66͒ / ͑4.28-1.78͒ = 64% of the total improvement in polyp registration.
In Experiment 1 (polyp matching), the optimal subproblem labeled as case (4) in Fig. 6 (i. e., the case that allows matching two closely spaced polyps out of distance order) only occurred once and in one patient study (18) . In both the prone and supine scans these polyps were only 1 mm apart Tables II-IV Num. of matched polyp pairs in the top 30 CAD hits obtained by the polyp registration algorithm NC PR For a polyp in prone, the num. of comparisons to find its correct match in supine, with polyp registration NC SR For a polyp in supine, the num. of comparisons to find its correct match in prone, with polyp registration NC PNR For a polyp in prone, the num. of comparisons to find its correct match in supine, without polyp registration NC SNR For a polyp in supine, the num. of comparisons to find its correct match in prone, without polyp registration TABLE II. Results for matching only the polyps listed in the reference standard, using the polyp registration algorithm. The cases are numbered the same as in Fig. 9 . 3  10  8  2  2  100%  5  6  9  4  1  25%  9  1  1  1  1  100%  12  11  11  11  9  82%  18  5  5  5  5  100%  19  1  3  1  1  100%  20  1  1  1  1  100%  21  1  1  1  1  100%  Sum  36  39  26  21  81% Excluding the trivial cases (9, 20, and 21), the percentage of correct matches =͑21-3͒ / ͑26-3͒ = 78% Overall percentage of correct matches =8 / 16= 50% along the distance axis; thus contribution of the distancedifference feature to the relative change in match score considering distance-difference, angle-difference, and CAD score-difference features, was small. This result illustrates the precise reason why we included case (4), i.e., to allow cross matches to occur when the distance-difference is small relative to the accuracy of the centerline paths when other feature differences dominate. In Experiment 2 (CAD hit matching), case (4) occurred once or twice for each patient study.
IV. DISCUSSION
Interpretation of CTC studies is time consuming. Computer aided detection promises to reduce the time required for interpretation, but correlation of detection results between prone and supine scans remains an issue. We have developed a system for matching detections between prone and supine scans that has shown promise in early testing. The following sections discuss implications and limitations of these developments.
A. Path registration
The path registration algorithm attempts to register the major anatomic sections that are relatively stable after reorienting the patient from the prone to the supine position (or vice versa). After path registration, the mean misalignment distance of the 120 landmarks from the 24 reference cases was reduced from 47.08 to 12.66 mm. Several factors that could potentially contribute to the postregistration errors are:
(1) We assumed that the stable anatomic sections of the colon were exactly the local extreme points on the centerline path. There may, in fact, be other stable regions and/or some of the regions indicated by these extreme points may not indeed be stable ones. Errors in this assumption could result in residual postregistration errors.
(2) The pre-and postregistration locations of the reference landmarks were computed in terms of path distance. We mapped each landmark from the colon wall to the closest (in Euclidian distance) point on the colon central path. The irregular shape of the colon and any nonsmoothness of the central path may impact the accuracy of this mapping operation.
(3) Inadequate bowel distention and/or cleansing in one or both scans can cause portions of the colon to be invisible. In this case, our central path algorithm fits spline curves between the disjoint sections and the fitted portion of the path is, of course, arbitrary. Theoretically, this could in some cases lead to increased residual error. However, given that enough LEPs are captured in the visible segments, we would expect the lengths of these spline segments will be adjusted by the algorithm to align the LEPs appropriately. In our experiments, 6 of 48 ͑24ϫ 2͒ scans had missing segments. Table V shows the lengths in mm and as percentages of the total path lengths that were artificially fit for each of these six scans, together with the corresponding residual errors after path registration. Thus, in our experiments, missing part(s) of the colon did not have a significant effect on path registration. Even for the worst case, case 20 (prone), where 13.6% of the path through the colon was artificially fit, the mean misalignment distance after path registration was only 15.07 mm.
(4) Our path registration algorithm ignores any additional information that might be present in the data. For example, Fig. 9 . Nain et al. 19 used, in addition, the average radius of the colonic cross section at each path point. While this particular surface feature may be useful, we note that differences in local colonic distension and fluid pooling between prone and supine scans 26 may in fact reduce accuracy. While it would be instructive to understand the value of using additional information, it is impossible to compare the accuracy of the two techniques because they were not performed on the same data sets (Nain et al. used a single data set, we used 24) nor evaluated using a consistent error metric.
The use of sub-ROIs, which divide the colon into three equal-sized segments in the first iteration, forces the search to start in the most distal portion of the colon. This heuristic approach is based on the anatomical knowledge that the hepatic flexure gives rise to a prominent LEP with a large z component. In our experiments, matching this structure first results in the immediate rescaling of a large percentage of the colon's length and, as a result, makes the subsequent matching of LEPs more successful.
B. Polyp registration
As discussed in Sec. II D 2, the polyp registration algorithm presented in this study is special realization of a more general registration algorithm. Additional and/or different features, such as proposed by Summers et al. 6 or Yoshida et al., 7, 8 may be more powerful in differentiating polyps than the three we evaluated. When additional variables (features) are included, the assumption, in this study, that all variables are independent may be no longer appropriate and more sophisticated joint density distributions should be considered.
Also, although we used the joint density distribution function as the scoring function, we can always consider other forms of functions. For example, we could model a score function to be
Equation (16) is much more general and can be used to replace the score function defined in Eqs. (11) and (12). In Eq. (16), r ⌬ , r a , and r h are the weighting exponents for path distance difference ⌬, angle a, and CAD score ratio h, respectively. However, a much larger data set than we had available for this study is needed to determine the weighting exponents r ⌬ , r a , and r h . Figure 5 (2) shows that landmarks may rotate between supine and prone scans, sometimes by as much as 170°, because of the twisting of the colon. (See also Dachman. 27 ) Therefore, rotational orientation may not be the strongest measure of similarity. Our experiments show that large twists occur with small probability, but where this did occur, it caused a failure to match polyps correctly. A modified model, where angular orientating plays a smaller role, could be a subject of future research.
In Experiment 1, the polyp registration algorithm gave a 78% success rate in registering only polyps. In Experiment 2, the success rate dropped to 50% when nonpolyp CAD hits were included. Although the success rate was not high, Experiment 3 showed that, on average, only 0.78 additional manual comparisons were needed to find the correct match when the registration algorithm was applied. While these results leave room for improvement, they are significant in that they represent the first attempt to match polyps in prone and supine scans. Also, the "success rate" only measures the performance of the algorithm for its most likely matched choices and therefore underestimates its total performance. That is, the fact that fewer hits would need to be examined by a radiologist to correct mismatches than would be required when using the path distances alone suggests that the algorithm's second or third choice was often correct when its first choice was not.
Another limitation of this study is that, in Experiment 3, the results of the number of manual comparisons were predicted according to the data instead of actually having a radiologist conduct the experiment. We assumed the radiologist could identify the correct match when he/she came across the image, but there are obviously other, subjective factors involved in polyp recognition.
Certainly, the inclusion of a large number of false positives in the CAD lists does not help matching performance. Expected improvements in CAD algorithms, and reduction of false positives by other means, such as digital subtraction bowel cleansing, 28 will improve the performance of polyp matching algorithms in the future. At this stage of study, we evaluated our algorithm based only on how well the known polyps were matched. When applied to cases without any polyps, the registration algorithm may still remove some stool and other nonpolyp hits due to their mobility or instability. Systematic studies for registering (or differentiating) nonpolyp CAD hits are subjects for future research.
We also acknowledge that our results must be regarded as preliminary due to the small test database of eight patients. We believe that this dataset is sufficient to demonstrate proof of concept for our matching algorithms. Researchers familiar with CTC will also recognize that it is very difficult to obtain large numbers of subjects with suitable test lesions. While there is little data on the prevalence of small ͑Ͻ10 mm͒ polyps in a screening population, the prevalence of 10 mm polyps is on the order of 5%. 27 We leave further validation and refinement of algorithm parameters with a larger database for future work.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed and evaluated an algorithm to register supine and prone CTC data. The registration algorithm is composed of two parts: path registration and polyp registration. The path registration algorithm registers supine and prone CTC data with respect to positions along the central path of the colon, using a heuristic method. The polyp registration algorithm, adopting a statistical approach, matches colonic polyps or polyp candidates between prone and supine data sets.
The path registration algorithm was evaluated on a dataset of 24 cases and showed an overall 73% reduction in misalignment distances. The polyp registration algorithm was applied to register the prone and supine polyps sets for eight patient cases with a resulting 78% of success rate for discovering the known matched pairs. When applied to the problem of registering the 30 highest-scoring CAD hits in each of the prone and supine scans, the algorithm successfully matched 50% of the known polyp pairs automatically, and, based on the accuracy of its lower scoring alternate choices, may reduce the amount of effort a radiologist may require to perform manual matching by a factor of 2 or more.
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